Study of a floating fraction obtained during preparation of myelin from degenerating goldfish optic tract.
A floating fraction that layers on top of 0.25 sucrose has been obtained during the preparation of myelin from intact and 9 day degenerating goldfish optic tracts. The proportion of total tract protein isolated in floating fraction rises from 6.6% to 11.0% during degeneration. This increase is paralleled by a morphologically observed splitting of myelin lamellae. Floating fraction contains all of the major myelin proteins but shows a 40% increase in the proportion of basic protein and a 2-3 fold decrease in the proportion of IP proteins (intermediate molecular weight glycoproteins) and a 36 Kd (X) protein. The lipid to protein ratio is slightly higher in floating fraction than myelin. Lipid composition is characterized by 1/2-1/3 the myelin levels of galactolipids and twofold increased levels of triglycerides and cholesterol esters. Electron microscopy of floating fraction shows a mixture of myelin fragments with few lamellae and single membrane fragments. Taken together the results indicate that floating fraction in the degenerating goldfish optic tract is at least partially derived from the breakdown of myelin.